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Box and Folder Listing

Box 1

Folder 1(1) 1857
Mangas Colorado’s Band in 1857

f.2(2) 1859
Memorial of the New Mexico Legislative Assembly to Jacob Thomason, Secretary of Interior
COL Bonneville’s Inspection Tour in 1859

f.3(3) 1864 – 1871
COL George L. Andrews Appointed Supt. of Indian Affairs in Arizona 1869 – 1871
Reports of Activities and Military Actions against Apaches 1864 – 1870
Apache Depredations and Claims 1866 – 1867
Civilian Considerations on What to Do With Apaches 1866 – 1867
Early Observations on Apache Yumas and Apache Mojaves 1867 – 1871
Overall Assessment of Apaches and Arizona 1870 – 1871
Indian Trader W. Richard & Co. 1871
Moquis Agent Williamson Crothers 1871
M. O. Davidson Letter 1866
Shooting of Tonto Chief Delche 1870
Appointment of George W. Dent Supt of Indian Affairs for Arizona 1866 – 1869
Departure of Gen. T. C. Devin and Family Commander of Sub-Division Of the Verde to District of Arizona 1868
Lt. Helenus Dodt Appointed Special Agent for Indians in Arizona Territory, Colorado River Reservation 1869/1871
Final Accounts Filed for John Feudge 1870
CPT F. e. Grossman as Indians Special Agent 1869
License of W. B. Hellings to Trade with Indians on Colorado River 1869/1871
Hooper, Whiting & Company Traders with Pimas & Maricopas 1870
Rev. Edward E. Hale and Dealings with Indians 1866
Military Orders Regarding Indians in Arizona 1864/1867/1869
Depredations of Apaches in New Mexico 1866 – 1871
Appointment of Edward N. Phetterplace as Supt. of Indian Affairs for Arizona 1870
Approval of Trading Licenses to Pimas and Maricopas 1871
Extension of Pima & Maricopa Reservation 1866/1868 – 1871
Complaints of Treatment to Pima Indians 1864
Introduction of Quakers to Indian Tribes 1867 – 1869
Levi Ruggles as Agent to Papagoes, Pimas, Maricopas and Tame Indians 1866/1869
Tame Apaches 1866/1868
Supplies for Lt. George Wheeler on Survey 1870

f.4(4) 1864 – 1872
Camp Beale’s Springs 18720
Camp Date Creek 1870 – 1972
Board of Indian Commissioners Authority and Supervision Questions
1869 – 1871
Military Actions in Conjunction with Authority of Indian Department 1872
Apache Depredations 1872
Camp Grant Reservation 1871 – 1872
Camp Grant Post Returns 1871
Camp Grant Massacre 1871
Camp Grant Children 1871 – 1872
Camp Grant Massacre – New York Times 1871
Camp Goodwin Feeding Station 1864 – 1871
Camp McDowell Feeding Station 1866 – 1868/1872

F.5(4) 1864 - 1872
Civilian Criticism of Policy towards Apaches 1867 – 1871
Camp Reno Feeding Station 1868 – 1869
Camp Apache Agency 1870 – 1872
Policy of Board of Indian Commissioners 1870
Appointment of Herman Bondell as Supt. Of Indian Affairs for Arizona 1870 – 1871
F. M. Austin as Post Trader at Camp Grant 1870 – 1874
Indian Dept. Appropriations Act 1870
Camp Verde 1869 – 1872
Canada Alamosa Civilians and Indian Troubles 1869 – 1972
Chiricahua Reservation 1872
Chiricahua Reservation Early History 1871/1873
Cochise 1869 – 1872

F.6(4) 1864 - 1872
Vincent Coyler 1868 – 1870/1872
Vincent Coyler (Personal) 1872
Vincent Coyler (1869 Mission) 1869 – 1870
Vincent Coyler (1871 Mission) 1870 – 1871
Vincent Coyler (Western Views) 1870 – 1872
GEN Crook and Planning Offensive 1871
Employees at Indian Agencies in Arizona 1872
End of Army Officer Appointments to Agencies 1870
Establishment of Mescalero Reservation 1869

F.7(5) 1872
Arizona Indian Question and Explanations 1872
Richard & Company Prosecuted for Illegal Activities 1872
Subsistence Request for Moquis Indians 1872
New Mexico Supplies Provided Apaches 1872
Congressional Appropriations for Indian Agencies 1872
Trade Correspondence Between Traders and Pimas 1872

F.8(6) 1864 – 1872
Fort Yuma Agency 1872
MAJ Green and Military Movement Against Apaches 1869
Humanitarian Activities and Concerns 1872
Camp Miller and Camp O’Connell Feeding Stations 1867 – 1868/1870
Indian Census and Estimates 1869
Indian Policy for 1866-1867/1869 – 1872
Edward C. Jacobs Appointed as Spl. Indian Agents 1872
Appointment of Jeffords and Brevoort as Traders on Gila River 1870
J. H. Lyman Appointed Spl. Agent for Indians at Camp Apache 1872
Military Activities 1870
Military Activities Against Apaches 1871
Military Activities Against Apaches 1872
Military Officers Detailed as Indian Agents and Supts. 1869
Military Indian Policy 1869
Military Indian Policy 1870
Military Indian Policy 1871
Military Interference with Agency Indians 1870
Military Reservation Policy 1871
Navajo Police Force 1872
Rations 1872
Rations at Camp Apache 1872

f.9(6) 1864 - 1872
Rations at Camp Grant 1872
Nomination Invitation to Reformed Church for Indian Agents and Employees 1870 – 1872
Religious Nominations as Indian Agents (General) 1870 – 1871
GEN Schofield and GEN Crook Command Activities 1871
Statistical Citations in Conjunctions with Apaches 1871
George H. Stevens as Clerk at Camp Apache 1872
GEN Stoneman Referenced in Publications 1871
Requisitions and Supplies 1865 – 1870
Instructions from Commissioner of Indian Affairs 1872
Transfer of Apache Agencies to Civilian Control and Reformed Church Nomination 1872
Outbreak of War with White Mountain Apaches 1871
Josephus Williams Appointed Agent at Colorado River 1872

f.10(7) 1873
Peace Policy 1873
Postal Service 1873
Purchase of Supplies (San Carlos – Brown) 1873
Purchase of Supplies and Goods (San Carlos – Larrabee) 1873
Purchase of Supplies (San Carlos – Roberts) 1873
Purchase of Supplies (San Carlos – Stevens) 1873
Purchase of Supplies (San Carlos – Wilbur) 1873
Purchase of Supplies (Misc) 1873
Rations Purchased by Agents (San Carlos – Brown) 1873
Rations Purchased by Agents (San Carlos – Larrabee) 1873
Rations Purchased by Agents (San Carlos – Wilbur) 1873
Rations Purchased by Agents (Non San Carlos) 1873
Jas E. Roberts Appointed Spl Agent at Camp Apache 1872 – 1873
Payment of Canal Laborers at San Carlos 1873

f.11(7) 1873
Payment of San Carlos Workers 1873 – 1874
Agent MAJ H. W. Brown at San Carlos Communications 1873
Agent MAJ H. W. Brown at San Carlos 1873 – 1874
Agent Larrabee at San Carlos Communications 1873
Agent Jas. E. Roberts at San Carlos Appointed Agent 1873 – 1874
Agent George H. Stevens at San Carlos 1873
Agent R. A. Wilbur at San Carlos 1873
Van C. Smith for Supplies 1873
M. Soule Replaced Agent and Claims 1873
George H. Stevens Agent at San Carlos 1873
George H. Stevens Agent at San Carlos 1874 – 1875
Communications to Tonner in Prescott 1873
Tularosa Reservation 1873
Communications to Vandever in Santa Fe 1873
White Encroachments into Indian Reservations Lands 1872 – 1873
J. Williams 1873

Killing of Lt. Jacob Almy on San Carlos Reservation 1873
Citizen Scorn Toward Bureau of Indian Affairs 1873
Supts Indian Affairs 1873
Resignation of Herman Bendell 1873
Application of Jonathan Biggs as Inspector 1873
Mike Burns 1873
Camp Apache Reservation 1873
Post Returns for Camp Apache 1873
Camp Date Creek 1873
Post Returns for Camp Grant 1872 – 1873
Vouchers/Correspondence from Camp Grant George H. Stevens 1872-1873
Board of Indian Commissioners Report on 2nd Annual Conference 1873
Post Returns for Camp McDowell 1873
Camp Verde Reservation Correspondence & Vouchers 1873

Box 2

GEN Crook’s Actions Against Apaches 1872 – 1873
Thomas Jeffords and Chiricahua Reservation 1873
Application for Andrew Cronley as Trader 1873
Appointment of W. D. Crothers as Indian Agent to Abiquiu Agency 1873
Appointment of W. S. Defrees as Indian Agent at Moquis Pueblos 1873
Appointment of E. S. Hammond as Agent for Colorado River Agency 1873
W. B. Hugans Voucher 1872
W. B. Hugus Returning to Prescott 1873
Indian Department Employees Listings and Vouchers 1873
Appointment of Indian Inspectors 1873
Indian Policy on Supply Issues 1873
Vouchers for T. J. Jeffords 1872 – 1874
Charles F. Larrabee Special Agent at Camp Grant 1872 – 1873

Alexander McKey and Construction of Canal at San Carlos 1873 – 1874
Military Concerns in Arizona 1873
Moqui Pueblo Agency 1973
Movement of Indians from Camp Grant to San Carlos 1873
Navajo Indian Police 1873
Overdue Vouchers and Accounts 1873

Indian Agent Salaries 1874
P. B. Brannen Supply Vouchers and Memos from Rio Verde Agency 1874
P. B. Brannen Offer to Supply Clothing for Indian Reservation 1874
Suicide of MAJ William H. Brown 1874
Camp Apache Operations and Memos 1874
Camp Beale Spring and Agent Tonner's Charges 1874
T. Jeffords and Chiricahua Reservation Operations 1874
Request for Reduction of Reservation Near Clifton, AZ 1873 - 1874
J. P. Clum – Personal 1873 - 1874

f.16(9) 1874
Death of Cochise 1874
Colorado River Agency 1874
J. W. Daniels 1874
Levi Edwin Dudley Appointment as Supt. Indian Affairs 1872/1876
J. A. Meredith Selling Trading Interests at Camp Apache 1874
W. B. Hooper & Co Supplier 1874
Vouchers for Supplies to W. B. Hugus 1874
Inspection of Indian Agencies 1874
Vouchers for Supplies 1874
Appropriations for Apache Reservations in Arizona and New Mexico 1874
Payment Vouchers for Employees on Indian Reservations (Not San Carlos) 1874
Payment Vouchers and Supply Listings for Agencies 1874
Indian Policy 1874
Indian Visits to Washington D.C. 1874
Payment Difficulties with E. C. Jacobs at Camp Grant for Supplies 1874
GEN Kautz to Take Command at Ft. Whipple 1874

F.17(9) 1874
Military Operations Against Apaches 1874
New Mexico Indian Affairs 1874
M. O'Brien Doctor at San Carlos 1874
Apache Outbreak from Reservation and Consequences 1974
Vouchers for Supplies to San Carlos 1874
Vouchers for Supplies Not to San Carlos 1874
Postal Service at Camp Apache 1874
Supplies Ordered for San Carlos Agencies 1874

f.18(10) 1874
Proposed Removal of Chiricahuas and Closing of Rio Verdes 1874
Ration Requests (Clum) for San Carlos 1874
Ration Requests (Roberts) for San Carlos 1874
Ration Requests for Facilities Outside San Carlos 1874
Rio Verde Reservation Operations 1874

f.19(10) 1874
Jas. E. Roberts Agent at Camp Apache 1874
Clum as Agent at San Carlos 1874
Agent Roberts at San Carlos 1874
Military Contract at San Carlos 1874
Personnel Actions for Employees at San Carlos 1874
Agency Accounts of M. Soule at Camp Apache 1874
Vandever Appointed Inspector for Indian Facilities 1874
Subsistence Contracts for Indian Service in Arizona 1874
Consideration of Charges Against Agent Tonner 1874
Compensation to John B. White for Services at San Carlos 1873 – 1874
White Encroachment Near Reservations 1874
Disability of J. Williams Agent for Insanity 1874

f.20(11) 1874 – 1876

Indian Care in Arizona 1875
P. B. Brennen Appointed as Indian Trader at San Carlos 1875
Plan by P. B. Brannen to Sell Surplus Military Clothing to Indian Agency 1875
Henry Buehman Photographer from Tucson Left to go to Camp Bowie 1875
Communications with Camp Apache and Agent Roberts 1875
Camp Apache and Agent Clum 1875
S. B. Chapin Appointed Physician to San Carlos 1872 – 1875
Oliver Chapman Dismissed from Camp Verde 1874 – 1875
T. Jeffords and Chiricahua Reservation 1874 – 1875
Payments for Beef of John s. Chisum 1875
Civilian vs. Military Control of Indians 1875
Civilian vs. Military Control at Camp Apache and Clum 1875

f.21(11) 1874 – 1876

J. P. Clum (Personal) 1874 – 1875
J. P. Clum and Indian Removals 1875
Agent Clum and Contracts for San Carlos 1875 – 1876
William B. Hooper and Co. Contractors 1875
Andrew Cronley Planned Appointment as Agent to Papagos 1875
Change of Military Command of Arizona from Crook to Kautz 1875
Daniels As Inspector [??] 1875
Civilian Reports of Indian Depredations 1875 – 1876
Death of Dis-a-lin at San Carlos by Indian Police 1876
Eskiminzin 1874 – 1876
Vouchers from W. B. Hugus of San Carlos for Supplies 1875
Indian Policy 1875
Pay for Edward C. Jacobs at Camp Grant 1875
GEN Kautz and Question of Removal of Indians 1876
Kemble Receives Appointment as Indian Agency Inspector 1875
H. E. Lacy on Travels 1875
Rev. J. M. Mickley Appointed Teacher and Dismissed from Camp Apache 1875

f.22(11) 1874 - 1876

Military Seizure of Camp Apache 1875
Alex McKey Appointment as Engineer at Papago Agency 1875
Notice of Unpaid Voucher for M. O’Brien 1875
Appointment of William E. Morford as Agent at Camp Apache 1875 – 1876
Unpaid Vouchers for Indian Agencies 1875
Postal Service at San Carlos 1875

Box 3

f.23(12) Photocopies of National Archives Record Group 75 – Board of Indian Affairs Commission 1871
f.24(13) Claims Before the Indian Claims Commission involving San Carlos Lands
f.25(13) Claims Before the Indian Claims Commission involving San Carlos Lands 1966

7
f.26(14) 1875
Ration Requests and Communications 1875
Ration Vouchers and Communications at San Carlos 1875
Rio Verde Agency Removal 1875
Removal of Military Troops from San Carlos 1875
Rio Verde Agency Communications 1874 – 1875
Communications to Remove Agent Roberts at Camp Apache 1875
San Carlos Indian Police 1875

f.27(14) 1875
San Carlos Reservation Management 1875
School At San Carlos 1875
Senate Nominations of Indian Agents for Arizona 1874 – 1875
Report on E. P. Smith Regarding Corruption 1875
J. Q. Smith Information 1875
License for George H. Stevens as Trader for San Carlos 1875
Resignation of Agent Tonner as Agent 1875
Trouble with White Mountain Apaches 1875
Tucson Business Dealings with Reservations 1875
Nomination of J. B. White as Physician for Camp Apache 1875 – 1876
White Mountain Reservation Removal 1875
Funds for Dr. Josephus Williams 1875

f.28(15) 1876
Annuity Goods for Camp Apache 1876
Beauford’s Scout into Tonto Basin with Indian Police 1876
Account Settlement for H. Bendell 1876
P. B. Brannen Builds Buildings at Camp Grant for $15,000 1876
Establishment of Camp Thomas 1876
Chiricahua Indians Killings 1876
Chiricahua Outbreak 1876
Chiricahua Reservation Communications 1876
Chiricahua Indian Removal to San Carlos 1876

f.29(15) 1876
Chiricahua Reservation Restored to Public Domain 1876
Civilian vs. Military 1876
J. P. Clum Indian Agent (Personal) 1876
J. P. Clum’s Apache Thespians 1876
J. P. Clum’s Departure as Agent and Search for Replacement 1876
Contractor Messages (Some for San Carlos) 1876
Diablo’s Band and Trouble with Military 1876
Executive Orders relating to Reservations 1876
Indian Prisoners at Fort Marion, FL 1876
Geronimo 1876
Formation of Globe as Town 1875 – 1877
C. E. Harlow Appointed Post Trader for Camp Apache 1876
Charles Hudson Appointed Indian Agent to Pimas 1876
Walter L. Vail Concern with Apache Troubles 1876

f.30(16) 1876
Fraudulent Requests for Payment 1876
Financial Appropriations Concerns for Camp Apache 1876
Indian Policy 1876
Request for Payment for L. C. Jenkins 1876
E. C. Kemble one founder of *Alta California* 1876
R. C. Kerens Mail Contractor 1876
Request for Payments for Alex McKey Returned Without Action 1876
Requests for Payment for Over Due Vouchers to Indian Agencies 1876
Ration Prices for 6 Indian Agencies 1876

f.31(16) 1876
Ration Requests and Communications for San Carlos 1876
Ration Information – General 1876
Agent Roberts at Camp Apache 1876
Contracts and Vouchers for Non-Ration Goods at San Carlos 1876
Employee Listing and Salaries for San Carlos 1876
Indian Policy at San Carlos 1876
Military Activities 1876
Reservation Management at San Carlos 1876
George Stevens Trader at San Carlos 1876
Dissolution of Partnership of Wasson and John L. Harris 1876
White Encroachments Near Reservation 1876

f.32(17) 1877
Culm’s Telegraphic Correspondence with GEN Kautz 1877
Annuities for San Carlos 1877
Arizona Stock Industry 1877
Camp Thomas Development 1877
Dr. S. B. Chapin and Establishing Drugstore in Florence with Agency Medicines 1877
O. Chapman Interest in Becoming Indian Agent 1877
Chiricahua Indian Raids and Depredations 1877
J. P. Clum and Resignation from San Carlos 1877
Contracts and Supply Orders for San Carlos 1877
Supply and Ration Requests for San Carlos 1877

Box 4

f.33(17) 1877
J. P. Clum and San Carlos Reservation Management 1877
J. P. Clum’s Offer to Take Charge of All Apaches in Arizona 1877
GEN Crook on Indian Ring 1877
Indian Depredation Claim by Jas. E. Rauck 1877
Wood Dodd Employee Accused of Fraudulent Practices 1877
Eskiminzin and J. P. Clum 1877
Geronimo 1877
Voucher for Account of E. N. Fish 1877
McMillen Camp to Become Globe, AZ 1877
Judge Aaron H. Hackney Retired as Editor of *Grant County Herald* 1877
A. H. Van Vorhes Requesting Assignment to Indian Agency Position 1876 – 1877
Ration Coordination for San Carlos 1877
San Carlos Reservation Management under Agent Hart 1877
E. A. Hayt Proprietor of *Christian Intelligencer* 1877
Employee at San Carlos and Mule Value 1877
W. B. Horton Public School Teacher Returning to Tucson 1877
Petition to Remove Hualpai Indians 1877
Charles James Dailey Was Partner to Wilbur B. Hugus as Traders to San Carlos 1877
Indian Appropriations Bill 1877
Indian Policy 1877
T. J. Jeffords 1877
Clum-Kautz Newspaper Controversy 1877
H. E. Lacy to Visit England 1877
Grijalva and Killing Near Camp Apache 1877

f.34(18) 1877
Military Inspection at San Carlos Reservation 1877
Background to Arrest of Agent Clum 1877
Mineral Resources on San Carlos Reservation 1877
Tom Montgomery Selling whiskey Near Reservation 1877
Replacement of John c. Mallory 1877
M. L. Neville as Possible Replacement to Clum 1877
Morgan L. Neville and Cattle for San Carlos 1877
New Nominations Requested for Clum’s Replacement 1877
Death of MAJ F. d. Ogilby 1877
Ojo Caliente Removal and Geronimo’s Raiding 1877

f.35(18) 1877
Arrival of Warm Springs Apaches at San Carlos 1877
Postal Service at San Carlos 1877
Lt. J. A. Rucker Capture of Apache Child 1877
Salt for San Carlos Reservation 1877
Indian Police at San Carlos 1877
Governor Safford Calls for Territorial Militia to Help Capture Apaches 1877
Governor Safford and COL Kautz Controversy 1877
Restoration of Portion of Land to Public Domain from Reservations 1877
Overdue Vouchers for Payment from Trader J. Q. Smith at San Carlos 1877
Martin A. Sweeney to Assume Duties of Indian Agent from Clum 1877
William Vandever Making Inspection Tour in New Mexico and Arizona 1877
Rations and Supply Vouchers for San Carlos 1877
William Vandever Report on Findings at San Carlos 1877
Warm Springs Apache Outbreak 1877
Warm Springs Apache Indians After Escape 1877
White Encroachments onto San Carlos Lands 1877
White Mountain Apaches at San Carlos 1877
Requisition issued on J. Williams 1877
Court of Inquiry in the Case of CPT Worth at Camp Apache 1877

f.36(19) 1878
L. A. Abbott at San Carlos 1878
Vouchers for Supplies for Agriculture Usage 1878
Payment Request in Death of “Apache Number 5” at San Carlos 1878
Application of George B. Chamberlain as Indian Agent 1878
Application of Luther H. Cummings for Indian Agent at San Carlos 1878
John C. Hogan Appointed to San Carlos 1878
Application of COL D. W. Marshall as Indian Agent at San Carlos 1878
Application of John Pattie for Indian Agent at San Carlos 1878
Application of F. T. Sherman for Indian Agent at San Carlos 1878
Application of A. B. Speir for Indian Agent at San Carlos 1878
Vouchers for Purchases 1878
Appointment of S. B. Chapin as Physician for Pima Agency 1878
Drownings of Lt Rucker and Henely in White River 1878
Communication on Presence of Apaches near Reservations 1878
George A. Clum in Charge of Public School in Florence 1878
J. P. Clum’s Service as Agent 1878
J. P. Clum’s Reservation Management 1878
COL St. Clair Dearing and Possible Appointment to a Position in Arizona
Indian Depredation Calim 1878
Employees at San Carlos 1878
Eskiminzin 1878
Geronimo 1878
Status of Globe, AZ 1878
John H. Hammond Appointed As Indian Agency Inspector 1878
R. B. Hart Appointed as Indian Agent to San Carlos 1878
R. B. Hart and Reservation Management at San Carlos 1878
Attack on “Indian Ring” in Washington Post 1878
Payment of Salary for Ezra Hoag 1878
W. B. Horton Candidate for Treasurer for Pima County 1878
Appropriation for Expenses at Agency 1878
Indian Policy 1878
COL A. V. Kautz Received as Commander of Dept. of Arizona 1878
J. J. Longwell and Appropriation for Beef Supply 1878
Military Actions Against Apaches 1878
Military Indian Scouts 1878
Military Inspection of Reservation Supplies at San Carlos 1878
W. E. Morford as Manager of Fico House Hotel in Los Angeles 1878
M. L. Neville Employed as Carpenter at San Carlos 1878
Overdue Supply Vouchers for San Carlos 1878
Postal Service at San Carlos 1878
Ration Supplies to San Carolos 1877 – 1878
Religious Nominations to Agencies 1878
Jas. E. Roberts and L. C. Hughes and Alleged Fraud 1878
R. L. Rosson Requests for Payment of Services 1878
Indian Female Captive “given away” to Tucson Resident 1878
San Carlos Indian Policy 1878
Supply Vouchers and Contracts (Non Rations) at San Carlos 1878
Indian Traders at San Carlos 1878
Jas Sands Appointed Clerk at Colorado River Agency 1878
Misconduct of George Smerdon Agency Clerk at San Carlos 1878
Overdue Payment Voucher for Supplies for San Carlos 1878
Mineral Discovery by Percival Stockman 1878
Employment of M. A. Sweeney as Scout at San Carlos 1878
Possible Transfer of Indians to Military Control 1878
Benjamin Turner Appointed Clerk at San Carlos 1878
Non-Payment for Claims by E. A. Walz 1880
Warm Springs Apaches to Return to San Carlos 1878
Warm Springs Apaches Removal 1880
E. C. Watkins as Indian Inspector Late Arrival at San Carlos 1878
Watkins Report on San Carolos Inspection 1878
Watkins Investigation of Charges Made by Sweeney Against Hart as Indian
Agent at San Carlos 1878
L. J. Webster as Insurance Agent 1878
C. N. Wells and Beef Supply for San Carlos 1878
White Encroachment Near San Carlos Reservation 1878
J. B. White and Missing Report 1878
J. A. Zabriskie Going to Tucson to be Custom Dept. Employee 1878

f.40(21) 1879 – Special File
Inspector Hammond Report on San Carlos 1879

f.41(22) 1879
Illegal Beef Contracts and Fraud at San Carlos 1879
Annuities, Supply Requisitions and Non-Payments at Can Carlos
1879 – 1880
Widow of “Apache No. 5” Requesting Back Pay 1879
Request to Change Name of Clay Beauford to Wilford Chapman Bridwell 1879
Appointment of S. B. Beaumont As Trader 1879
Beef Contract for San Carlos for 1879
Jonathan Biggs Indian Trader from Globe, AZ 1879 – 1880
Ration Requests Impossible to Purchase 1879
Record and Comments on CPT Chaffee (Personal) 1879 – 1880
Dr. S. B. Chapin at San Carlos Pending Discharge 1879
George A. Clum Candidate for Pima County Treasurer 1879 – 1880
J. P. Clum Seeking Reassignment as Agent to San Carlos 1879 – 1880
J. B. Collins Trader at San Carlos 1879
Resignation of St. Clair Dearing as Head of Police at San Carlos 1879
Indian Depredation Claim 1879
James W. Dunn Hired as Agency Mason at San Carlos 1879
Abraham L. Earle and Visit to San Carlos 1879

f.42(22) 1879
Eskiminzin 1879
Farming Tools Procured for San Carlos 1879
Geronimo 1879
Tucson to Globe Road Nears Completion 1879
B. E. Harlow at San Carlos Relating Status of Flour 1879
Resignation of J. H. Hammond as Indian Inspector 1879 – 1880
J. H. Hammond Investigation 1879
H. L. Hart and Possible Resignation from San Carlos 1879 – 1880
Indian Commissioner E. A. Hayt Accused of Fraud 1879 – 1880
John H. and Frank C. Hise Suitable as Traders for San Carlos 1879 – 1880
Indian Policy and Appropriations 1879

Box 5

f.43(22) 1879
Threat of Apache Outbreak from San Carlos 1879
T. J. Jefford’s 25-Year Water Franchise in Tucson 1879
C. F. Larrabee and Status of Activities at San Carlos 1879
Beef Voucher and Non-Payment at San Carlos for Claflin Company 1879
Names of Military Installations 1879
Military Scouts at San Carlos 1879
Dissolution of Dan H. Ming & Company 1879
Hunter’s Claim for Procurement of Beef Completed 1878
Vouchers for Payment of Dr. William E. Day as Physician at Rio Verde 1879 – 1880
H. K. Parker Applied for License to Trade with Indians at San Carlos 1879
Flour Shortage at San Carlos 1879
Rations for San Carlos 1879
Walter Reed, Asst. Surgeon, Wants to Adopt Indian Girl 1879
Ration Requests and Correspondence for San Carlos 1879
Removal of Indian Traders at San Carlos 1879

Indian Disturbances in New Mexico and Arizona 1879
Reservation Management at San Carlos – Chaffee 1879
Reservation Management at San Carlos – Hart 1879
Norman Salter Made Head of Farming at San Carlos 1879
San Carlos Boundary Survey 1879
San Carlos Police 1879
School Started at San Carlos 1879
James H. Sands Wishes Appointment as Agent to San Carlos 1879

George Sisson Returns to Prescott 1879
Discharge of George Smender as Clerk at San Carlos 1879
Levi Spiegelberg and Shipment of Sugar to San Carlos 1879
Z. Staab and Brother Co. and Delivery of Beef to San Carlos 1879 – 1880
A. D. Sterling 1879
Stocking of Cattle at San Carlos 1879 – 1880
Governor Freemont to Secy of Interior on Possible Change at San Carlos 1879

Consideration for New Agent for San Carlos 1879
Considerations for Next Agent at San Carlos 1879
Jonathan B. Harris Application to San Carlos as Agent 1879
A. B. Spear and Interview for Appointment as Agent to San Carlos 1879
W. V. Hutchings Application for Agent to San Carlos 1879
H. W. Blair Application for Agent to San Carlos 1879
CPT M. H. Stacey to Relieve Hart as Agent at San Carlos 1879
John B. Thompson Consideration as Agent to San Carlos 1879
R. C. Wood Consideration as Agent for San Carlos 1879
Applications for Traders at San Carlos 1879
Contracts for Transportation of Supplies to San Carlos 1879
Benjamin Turner Appointed New Agent to San Carlos 1879
Vandever Was At Silver King Mine 1879
White Encroachment on or near San Carlos 1879
Reuben Wood Appointed Trader at San Carlos 1879
Reuben Wood Charged With Selling Powder to Indians 1879
Flour Delivery to San Carlos 1879

Alleged Beef Frauds 1880
Charges of Cattle Smuggling 1880
Indians to East Coast 1880
J. D. Bartlett to Inspect Cattle at San Carlos 1880
Beef Contracts to San Carlos 1880
CPT F. P. Bennett as Acting Agent to Moquis 1880
Cattle Corral Broke During Issue 1880
Receipt of Beef at San Carlos 1880
Civil Justice Against Indians 1880
Correspondence Regarding Supplying Indian Agencies in West 1880
Farming at San Carlos and Farming Supplies Requests 1880
Farming Activities at San Carlos 1880 – 1881
Clinton B. Fisk Travels in Arizona Among the Indians 1879 – 1880
Flour Requests and Purchase for San Carlos 1880
Silvester Gilson Has Moved to Globe, AZ 1880
Freighter's Request to Dig Well on Reservation Lands 1880
Goods Not Received at San Carlos 1880
General Improvements Made At San Carlos 1880
Indian Census Ordered 1880
Authority to Employ Indians in Construction Projects 1880
f.47(24) 1880
Indian Policy 1880
Depredations by Indians Near San Carlos 1880
Governor Fremont Asks for Appointment of T. J. Jeffords to San Carlos 1880
B. F. Larrabee Possible Appointment as Agent at Quapaw 1880
Death of Alexander McKee in Tucson 1880
Inspection Report of San Carlos Agency by Insp. Mahan 1880
George R. Milburn Appointed Clerk at Pueblo Agency, New Mexico 1880
Military Inspection of Beef at San Carlos 1880
COL W. E. Morford Requesting Appointment as Agent 1880
Requests and Authorizations from San Carlos 1880
Supply Contract to W. A. Parshall 1880
f.48(25) 1880
Ration Requests for San Carlos Under Agent Tiffany 1880
Ration Requests for San Carlos Under Agent Chaffee 1880
Supply Receipts and Correspondence for San Carlos 1880
Religious Groups and Funding for Schools on Reservations 1880
Flour Contract for San Carlos 1880
Religious Group Influence on Agencies 1880
Reservation Management at San Carlos Under Chaffee 1880
Reservation Management at San Carlos Under Tiffany 1880
f.49(25) 1880
Reservation Management and Issues at San Carlos Under Tiffany 1880
Recommendation of Jas. E. Roberts as Agent for San Carlos 1880
William Rosuithal
San Carlos Boundary Survey 1880
Indian Education on and Beyond the Reservation 1880
Temporary Employees at San Carlos 1880
Claude Anderson and Wells Fargo Appointment in Tucson 1878/1880
San Carlos Indian Police 1880
Indian Education at San Carlos 1880  
Charges of Fraud at Colorado River Agency and James H. Sands 1880  
MAJ Sisson and Mining Interests 1880  
Slaughtering of Beef on San Carlos Reservation 1880  
Temporary Employee of George Smerden as Clerk at San Carlos 1880  
Stage Line Passing Through Reservation Lands 1880

George H. Stevens Possibly Being Killed by Indians 1880  
Relief of Chaffee as Agent to San Carlos 1880  
Applications for Agent to San Carlos 1880  
Agent Tiffany and GEN Carr Meeting Regarding Victoria 1880  
Personal Messages and Items for Agent Tiffany at San Carlos 1880  
Applications of Individuals as Traders to Indians at San Carlos 1880  
Communications Regarding Appointment as Agent to San Carlos 1880  
Activities of Victoria’s War 1880  
Victoria’s Raid on San Carlos 1880  
Warm Springs Apaches to San Carlos 1879 – 1880  
Charge of Selling Whiskey to Indians at San Carlos 1880  
White Encroachment at San Carlos 1880  
Nomination of John C. Hardy as Doctor at Papago Agency 1880  
Reuben Wood Indian Trader at San Carlos 1880  
Consideration of George Wratten as Clerk for San Carlos 1880  
Flour Contract for San Carlos 1880

Construction Projects at San Carlos 1882 – 1885  
Account Clearing of Oliver Chapman 1881  
Chiricahua Outbreak 1881  
Chiricahua Outbreak and Aftermath 1881  
Cibicu Background 1881  
Cibicu Events 1881  
Cibicu Aftermath 1881

Correspondence of Cibicu 1881  
Cibicu MISC 1881  
Cibicu Prisoners 1881  
Indian Unrest in Arizona 1881  
J. P. Clum (Personal) 1881  
Colvig as Civilian Courier  
Charles Cornell as Post Trader and Indian Census 1881  
Supply Contract for Arizona 1881  
GEN Crook Opinion on Arizona Difficulties 1881  
Relief of LT Thomas Cruse 1881  
Deer Creek Coal Fields 1881

Depredation Claim 1881  
Eskiminzin 1881  
Farming at San Carlos 1880 – 1881  
C. J. Fisk 1881  
COL. Robert Gardner as Agency Inspector 1881  
Hise Brothers as Traders and Licensing 1881  
Inspector Gardner Arrival at San Carlos 1881
Geronimo 1881
Globe Arizona Building 1881
Inspector Gardiner and A. H. Hackney at San Carlos 1881
License for Charles T. Hayden to Trade with Indians 1881
Agent Hart (Personal) 1881
Paperwork for Advertising 1881
Indian Policy 1881
T. J. Jeffords 1881
Loco As New Leader of Indians 1881
Lord and Williams Considered Insolvent 1881
Attempts to Remove Mescalero Apaches to San Carlos 1881
Observations on Military in Arizona 1881
Nadaski Has Cattle Stolen From 1881
Overdue Supply Requisitions 1881
Money Deposited with H. K. Parker 1881
Pressure to Remove Indians from San Carlos 1881
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f.54(27) 1881
Rations at San Carlos 1881 – 1882
Military Activities Against Indians 1881
Reformed Church Wish to Remove From Further Activities with
    Government regarding Appointment of Agents 1881
Reservation Management at San Carlos Under Agent Tiffany 1881
Reservation Management of Buildings at San Carlos 1881
Reservation Management of Employees at San Carlos 1881

f.55(27) 1881
Reservation Management at San Carlos and Financial Troubles 1881
Reservation Management at San Carlos of Requests and Authorizations 1881
Donald Robb as Co-Editor of Belt 1881
San Carlos Boundary Survey 1881
San Carlos Children in Off-Reservation Schools 1881
Irrigation Ditch on San Carlos 1881
San Carlos Indian Police 1881
Indian School at San Carlos 1881
J. H. Sands Clerk at Colorado River Agency 1881
George Smerdon as Acting Clerk at San Carlos 1881

f.56(27) 1881
George Sisson as Possible Agent for Globe City Mining Company 1881
A. D. Sterling Re-Imbursement for Lost Horse 1881
Agent Tiffany at San Carlos (Personal) 1881
Allegations Against Agent Tiffany at San Carlos 1881
Allegations Against Agent Tiffany at San Carlos 1881
Allegations Against Agent Tiffany at San Carlos 1881
Allegations Against Agent Tiffany at San Carlos 1881
Allegations Against Agent Tiffany at San Carlos 1881
Newspaper Attacks on Agent Tiffany 1881
Supplies Ordered but Not Received at San Carlos 1880 – 1881
Misconduct at San Carlos 1881
White Encroachment on San Carlos 1881
Henry H. Wilcox Resignation from San Carlos 1881
Consideration of Willard as Clerk at San Carlos 1881
Rev. J. J. Wingar Resigns as Minister in Globe, AZ 1881
Reuben Wood as Trader at San Carlos 1881

f.57(28) 1882
Alleged Indian Raids 1882
Mormon Influence on Indians 1882
Cibicu Prisoners Turned Over to Military 1882
Civilian – Military Relations at San Carlos 1882
Jerome B. Collins and Hides from San Carlos 1882
Civilian Contracts and Contractors for Indian Agencies 1882
Civilian Contracts – MISC 1882
Deer Creek Coal Fields 1882
Execution of Indian Scouts 1882
Indian Attacks 1882 - 1885
Construction of Warehouses at San Carlos for Supplies 1881
John R. Gilman to Construction Warehouses at San Carlos 1882 – 1892
Branding for San Carlos 1882
Indian Service Appropriations 1882
B. F. Howard Indian Inspector at San Carlos 1882
White Mountain Apaches in Jail for Murders at Cibicu Escape 1882 – 1883

f.58(28) 1882
Loco and Band of Apaches Pursued by Military in Arizona 1882 – 1883
Military Inspection of Supplies at San Carlos 1882
Indian Prisoners Returned to San Carlos 1882
Military Scout Recruitment at San Carlos 1882
Meeting Agency Expenses at San Carlos 1882
Indian Outbreak 1882
Proposal to Acquire Stock Cattle 1882
Proposal to Move Loco’s Band to Navajo Reservation 1882
Expenses at San Carlos 1882
Rations Requests at San Carlos 1882

f.59(28) 1882
Consideration to Remove Indians from San Carlos 1882
San Carlos Reservation Management Under Agent Tiffany 1882
Reservation Finances at San Carlos 1882
Travels of J. J. Safely in Tucson and East 1882 – 1884
San Carlos Indian Police 1882
San Carlos Employees 1882
Supplies and Contracts for San Carlos 1882
Indian School at San Carlos 1882
Sick and Wounded at Reservation 1882
GEN W. T. Sherman’s Visit to Southwest 1882
Survey of Boundaries of San Carlos 1882
Stage and Mail Service at San Carlos 1882
Agent Tiffany’s Request to Employee More Indian Scouts 1882
Inspector John A. Wright Investigation of Fraud at San Carlos 1882

f.60(29) 1883 – 1884
Military Directives Regarding Apaches and San Carlos 1882
Employees at San Carlos 1882 – 1883
Actions Regarding Employees at San Carlos 1884
Silvester Gilson Employed at San Carlos 1884 – 1885
Hise Brothers Indian Traders at San Carlos 1882
Cattle Provided to San Carlos for Start of Herd 1883 – 1884
Indians Considered for Freighting Operations and Cattle Matters 1882 – 1883
Mescalero Apache Trial for Murder 1884
Indian Children Considered for Carlisle Indian School 1883 – 1884

f.61(29) 1883 – 1884
Lord & Williams and Trade with San Carlos 1882/1884
Shooting of Apache Mojave Prisoner by Indian Scouts 1884
Military Interactions at San Carlos 1884
Military Inspections at San Carlos 1882 – 1884
Military Interference with San Carlos Employees 1884
John B. Miskelley Appointed as Trader for San Carlos 1884
Mormon Families Settling at Forest Dale 1882 – 1883
Open Market Purchases for Supplies for San Carlos 1882 – 1884
William G. Pendleton Employed at San Carlos 1882 – 1883
Employees and Pay for San Carlos 1882
Views on Indian Children Education 1883
Consideration of Removal of Indians to Indian Territory 1883
Ration Considerations for San Carlos 1882 – 1883
Rations for San Carlos 1884
Ration Shortages at San Carlos 1884

f.62(29) 1883 – 1884
Reservation Management Under Agent Wilcox 1882 – 1884
Supply Accounts 1884
Funds to Support Indian Education and Travel 1884

f.63(30) 1883 – 1884
Apaches Captured by GEN Crook to Be Retained by War Dept. 1883
Indian Raids 1883
Considerations of Individuals from Reformed Church for Agents 1882
John D. Burgess As Clerk at San Carlos Reservation 1882/1883/1885
Military Operations Against Apaches 1883 – 1884
Killing of Apache Named Charlie 1883
Chiricahua Indian Reports and Capture of Nadaski 1883
Punishment of Chiricahua Indians Discussed 1883 – 1884
Return of Chiricahua Indians 1883 – 1884
Civilian – Military Control Question 1883
Chiricahua Indians at San Carlos Planting Seeds 1883

f.64(30) 1883 - 1884
Charles T. Connell Trader at San Carlos 1882 – 1884
Contracts and Transportation of Supplies for San Carlos 1883
GEN Crook and Activities at San Carlos 1882
GEN Crook and Chiricahua Strategy 1882 – 1883
GEN Crook Report on Apaches at San Carlos 1883
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f.65(31) 1883 – 1884
Apaches at San Carlos 1882
Possible Development of Coal Mining on Reservation 1882 – 1884
Indian School at San Carlos 1882 – 1884
Indian Police at San Carlos 1882 – 1884
Traders at San Carlos and Activities 1882 – 1883
Applications for Trader to San Carlos 1882 – 1884
Sale of Horses at San Carlos 1883 – 1884
Coordination for Seeds for San Carlos Farming 1882 – 1884
John A. Showalter as San Carlos Storekeeper 1882
Stage Stations Located on Reservation Lands 1882 – 1884
f.66(31) 1883 – 1884
Supplying Indian Goods for Schools 1882
Survey of Boundaries of San Carlos 1882 – 1884
Threats of Indian Attacks on Civilian Communities 1883
Farming Activities on Reservation 1883
P. P. Wilcox Request for Leave 1882 – 1885
P. P. Wilcox (Personal Items) 1882 – 1885
f.67(31) 1883 – 1884
Reuben Wood Appointed Trader at San Carlos 1882 – 1883
Agent Wilcox’s Views on Return of Chiricahuas to San Carlos 1883
f.68(32) 1884 - 1885
Arrest of San Carlos Indian Scout for Murder 1885
Indian Unrest at San Carlos 1885
Indian Policy 1885
Michael Bannon to Investigate Possible Coal Deposits at San Carlos 1884 – 1885
S. B. Beaumont as Clerk at San Carlos 1882/1884 – 1885
Chiricahua Annuities and Supplies 1884 – 1885
Chiricahua Warriors Leave Reservation 1885
Chiricahua Campaign with Military in Arizona 1885
Causes Behind Outbreak 1884 – 1885
Outbreak Explanation 1885
Apaches Involved in Outbreak 1885
Reaction to Outbreak 1885
f.69(32) 1884 – 1885
Condition of Apaches at Turkey Creek 1884 – 1885
Chiricahua Prisoners at Fort Union 1884 – 1885
Chiricahua Prisoners in Mexico 1884 – 1885
Civilian-Military Conflicts Over Apaches at San Carlos 1884 – 1885
Supply Contracts for San Carlos 1884
Supply Contracts for San Carlos 1885
M. Cooney from Silver City, N.M. Threatens to March on San Carlos 1885
Samuel W. Cowles Appointed Trader at Camp Apache, 1884 – 1885
CPT Crawford’s Treatment of Apaches 1884 – 1885
Charles W. Eads Request to Build a Grist Mill at San Carlos 1884 – 1885
Employees at San Carlos 1885
f.70(32) 1884 – 1885
Killing of an Apache Scout by Indian Named Eschilla 1884 – 1885
Farming Activities on Reservation 1883 – 1885
C. D. Ford Appointed Agent for San Carlos 1884 – 1885
f.71(33) 1884 – 1885
Finances at San Carlos and Agent Ford 1884 – 1885
CPT Gatewood and Apaches 1884 – 1885
William H. Green Appointed as Trader at San Carlos 1884 – 1885
Joseph F. Grogan Requests License to Trade at San Carlos 1883 – 1885
R. C. Hood Operation as Trader at San Carlos 1885
Willis B. Horton Application for Trader at San Carlos 1885
Regulations and Guidance for Traders at Indian Agencies 1885
Inspections of Arizona Indian Reservations 1883 – 1885
Request for Boundary Change of San Carlos Reservation for Mining 1883 – 1885
Military-Civil Conflict over Reservations 1883 – 1885
Military Interactions with White Civilians on San Carlos 1883 – 1885
Military Administration at San Carlos 1885
Military-Civilian Disagreement over Flour Contract for San Carlos 1885
Military Inspection of Supplies at San Carlos 1885

f.72(34) 1884 – 1885
Request for Tradership for John C. O'Keefe at San Carlos 1885
Open Market Purchases at San Carlos 1885
Pressure to Remove Apaches from Arizona 1884 – 1885
Proposal to Lease Portions of San Carlos Agency 1884
Proposal to Send Apache Children to School Off San Carlos 1884 – 1885
Ration Requests and Contracts for San Carlos 1885
Reservation Management at San Carlos Under Ford 1884 – 1885
Coal Deposits on San Carlos Lands 1884 – 1885
Seeds and Farming Activities at San Carlos 1884 – 1885
Police Force at San Carlos 1885

f.73(34) 1884 - 1885
Post Returns for San Carlos 1882 – 1885
Indian School At San Carlos 1885
Supplies for San Carlos 1884
Supplies for San Carlos 1885
Supplies for San Carlos 1886
Stock Cattle for Herd at San Carlos 1885

f.74(35) 1885
Letter from James McCallum 1885
Employees at San Carlos 1885
CPT Pierce Assigned as Agent to San Carlos 1885/1888
Inspector George R. Pearson’s Report on San Carlos 1885
Allan C. Bernard Application as Trader at San Carlos 1885
Rumors of Planned Congressional Visit 1885
Personnel Actions and Reports at San Carlos 1885
Open Market Purchases for San Carlos 1885
San Carlos Reservation Management 1885

f.75(36) 1886
GEN Miles Assessment of Agent Pierce at San Carols 1886
Military Changes in Department Commanders 1886
Recollections of CPT Davis on Geronimo 1886
J. P. Clum as Possible Appointment as Agent to San Carlos 1886
Agent Pierce and Reservation Management at San Carlos 1886
Statistics Accompanying Agent Pierce’s Annual Report 1886

Box 8
f.76(37) 1886
- Removal of Chiricahua and Warm Spring Apaches to East 1886
- Community Reaction to Chiricahua Outbreak and Move East 1886
- Inspection Report by Gardner of San Carlos 1886
- Agent Pierce and San Carlos Reservation Management 1886

f.77(37) 1886
- San Carlos Reservation Management 1886

f.78(38) 1887
- San Carlos Reservation Management 1887
- Community Unhappiness on Having Indians Near Settlements 1887

f.79(39-42) 1888 – 1892
- Survey of Northern San Carlos Boundary 1889
- Issue of Rations at San Carlos 1891
- Consideration for Reservations for Warm Springs Apaches 1870
- Communication to Concentrate Indians on Reservations ASAP 1871

f.80(43) 1882 – 1892
- Depredation Claims Against Indians Raids and Losses

f.81(44)
- Apache History in Arizona – Various Authors

f.82(45)
- Establishment of White Mountain Reservation 1869 – 1870

f.83(46)
- Federal Indian Policy – Various Sources and Time Periods

f.84(47)
- CPT Guido Ilges and Treaty with Apaches in Arizona 1867

f.85(48)
- Regulations from the Dept. of Indian Affairs

f.86(49-52)
- Federal Laws Regulating Activities at San Carlos Reservation
- Executive Orders Pertaining to San Carlos
- General Description of San Carlos Reservation
- Modern San Carlos Reservation

f.87(53)
- School Statistics for San Carlos Reservation

f.88(54)
- Discussions of Possible Transfer of Indian Bureau to War Department

f.89(55-64)
- Letters of Appointment Not Accepted for Agent at San Carlos 1875 – 1887

f.90(65)
- W. F. M. Army Appointed Special Agent to Jicarilla Apaches in New Mexico 1868

f.91(66-75)
- Appointment of Individuals as Indian Agents to Various Agencies

f.92(76)
- GEN George Crook

f.93(77)
- B. Davis and Truth About Geronimo

f.94(78)
- Eskiminzin

f.95(79)
- Edward Nye Fish

21
Mickey Free

Geronimo

Merejildo Grijalva

Aaron Hackney

Appointment Ltrs. For H. L. Hart and R. B. Hart

H. L. Hart (Personal)

Hart - - Hammond – Hayt 1879 – 1880

Ezra Hoag

Tom Horn

Oliver Otis Howard

Edward C. Jacobs
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Appointment Ltr for LT Thaddeus W. Jones

Appointment Ltr for L. Q. C. Lamar, Jr.

James J. Langwell

Ed. Lynes

Archie McIntosh

Dan Ming

Appointment Ltr for CPT Albert L. Myer

Stanley D. Pangburn

William A. Parshall

Walter Reed

Milton Sage
George Smerden
f.119(106)

J. C. Tiffany and Legal Case From Indian Agent at San Carlos
f.120(107)

William Vandever
f.121(108)

Edgar A. Walz
f.122(109)

Royal E. Whitman
f.123(110)

R. A. Wilbur
f.124(111)

P. P. Wilcox
f.125(112)

Edward Willard
f.126(113)

Jas. A. Zabriskie
f.127(114)

William Zeckendorf
f.128(115)

MISC Biographical Items
f.129(116)

Before The Indian Claims Commission, Docket Nos. 22-D and 22-J
San Carlos Apache Tribe v. United States
Northern Tonto Apache Tribe v. United States
f.130(117)

Pamphlets from National Archives with Microfilm Publications
f.131(118)

Speeches of Hon. Richard C. McCormick of Arizona Historical Society
Special Report Indians at San Carlos Agency, Arizona
f.132(119)

Anthropological Papers of the American Museum of Natural History
Vol. XXIV, Parts I and II
Myths and Tales of the White Mountain Apaches by Grenville Goodwin

Box 10

Oversized Photocopies of Select Pages of Appropriation Ledgers Under Record Group 75 from National Archives Records
Folder 1: Incidental Expenses for Indian Service in Arizona 1865 – 1882
Folder 2: Collecting and Subsisting Apaches of Arizona and New Mexico 1869 – 1881
Folder 3: Support for Apaches in Arizona and New Mexico 1879 – 1882
Folder 4: Support for Apaches in Arizona and New Mexico 1883 – 1885/1887